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DRAFT MEETING SUMMARY 
Community Environmental Working Group 
 
“Striving for Continuous Environmental Improvements at Intel” 
 
Date: May 21, 2014 
Time: 5:00–7:00 p.m. 
Location: Corrales Senior Center 
 
Members Attending
John Bartlit, NM Citizens for Clean Air &  
   Water 
Mike Williams, NM Citizens for Clean Air &  
   Water 
Hugh Church, American Lung Assc. in NM 

Sarah Chavez, Intel 
Dennis O’Mara, Corrales resident 
Robinson Shields, Rio Rancho resident 
Edward Pineda, Rio Rancho resident 
 

 
Non-Members Attending 
Lynne Kinis, Corrales resident 
Frank Gallegos, Intel 

Natasha Martell-Jackson, Intel 
 

 
Facilitator 
Mark Bennett, Facilitator     CJ Ondek, Recorder 
 
 
HANDOUTS 

 Draft Agenda  
 Draft Meeting Summary, April 2014 
 Action-Item Progress Report 
 EHS Activity Reports 
 Draft letter from Dennis O’Mara 

 Draft letter from Lynne Kinis 
 Comments provided by NMED to 

ATSDR 
 Comments provided by Intel to 

NMED 
 
 
PROPOSED AGENDA 

 Welcome, Introductions, 
Announcements and Brief Items 

 EHS Report and EPA 114 Update 
 Review Action Item Progress Report 
 Additional Communication to 

ATSDR and NMED 

 Anticipated Release of ATSDR 
Report and CEWG Newt Steps 

 Other Business 
 Adjourn
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WELCOME, INTRODUCTIONS, ANNUNCEMENTS, AND BRIEF ITEMS 
John Bartlit opened the meeting by stating the CEWG mission, which was to work towards 
continuous environmental improvements at Intel and improved community dialogue.  
Introductions were made.   
 
Agenda—Revisions and Approval 
No comments. 
 
Meeting Summaries—Revisions and Approval 
No comments.  
 
Regulatory engineering update 
John Bartlit said had spoken with Sandra Ely, NMED’s Compliance and Enforcement Manager, 
previously, had offered comments on regulatory engineering, and suggested a follow up call with 
Sarah Chavez. Sarah Chavez said she talked with Sandra Ely on May 2, and Ms. Ely talked about 
NMED’s strategic planning process and that they would discuss elements of the EPA’s Next Gen 
requirements in their planning process. Next Gen contained many elements of regulatory 
engineering. Ms. Ely suggested meeting in late summer or fall after NMED’s strategic planning 
meeting and to examine the permit for regulatory engineering opportunities. Ms. Chavez referred 
her to Intel’s Explora Web site for more information.  Mr. Bartlit said he did not view regulatory 
engineering progress as dependent on the agency or requiring their participation, but he 
welcomed their involvement. 
 
Code Red Updates 
Dennis O’Mara said he had no progress to report.  The Code Red subcommittee would work on a 
draft plan for a countywide Code Red education program, and then meet with Sandoval County 
Chief Bervin to see if it could be incorporated into the FY 15 budget.  He said he might have 
more to report in June or July. 
 
Other announcements 

• Sarah Chavez said she would be out for the June and July meetings, and Frank Gallegos 
would be taking her place. 

 
• John Bartlit said Stephen Littlejohn had broken his shoulder in two places and was doing 

fine. Robi Shields said Mr. Littlejohn broke his shoulder while dodging a turning car that 
almost hit him. 

 
• Edward Pineda recommended the CEWG consider an evaluation for organizational 

effectiveness in the next year or so that looked at the results the group had achieved.  John 
Bartlit said the CEWG did an annual short report to the community every July to itemize 
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group progress. Mr. Pineda suggested the CEWG also look for concrete and future 
challenges and how to improve relationships with the community.   

 
• Edward Pineda suggested devising an evaluation that got community input and asked if 

the CEWG was doing enough for them.  Sarah Chavez asked how to get that input.  Mr. 
Bartlit said that was what they needed to discuss.  Lynne Kinis said the CEWG usually 
conducted a short report on where the group advanced over the year.  She added that if 
community members did not make the effort to attend meetings or seek out information 
then “tough”—they lost an opportunity. Ms. Chavez reminded that Stephen Littlejohn did 
an inventory of CEWG accomplishments from 2004 to 2013.  Also, the group discussed 
and created a document listing what they wanted to accomplish in 2014. Mr. Bartlit added 
that the CEWG had a new model of working, which was in small subgroups on specific 
topics as a way to make progress, for example, Mike Williams HF modeling report, Code 
Red, and regulatory engineering. 

 
• Mark Bennett asked if it would be helpful to the CEWG to go back over meeting 

summaries since the last short report to compile and then create a draft of 
accomplishments over the year.  Mr. Bartlit said that was what Mr. Littlejohn used to do. 

 
 CONSENSUS:  The group agreed that Mark Bennett should continue the routine of  
     drafting a CEWG short report. 
  
 ACTION ITEM:  Mark Bennett will draft a short report of CEWG accomplishments for  
       the next meeting. 
 

• Edward Pineda said that the group should sincerely and seriously study future challenges 
and come out with specific recommendations; for example, they could study continuous 
monitoring with the goal to develop recommendations over two to three years.  John 
Bartlit said regulatory engineering contained aspects of monitoring where they could get 
more data better, faster, cheaper. Mr. Pineda confirmed with Mr. Bennett that he viewed 
this topic as a potential agenda item in the future.   

 
EHS REPORT AND EPA 114 UPDATE 

• Sarah Chavez highlighted two items on the EHS report:  1. The wastewater permit 
application must be renewed every five years, and that application was sent to the City of 
Albuquerque early May; and 2. A call complaining about a bitter chemical smell that Ms. 
Chavez had mentioned at the April meeting.  Ms. Chavez added that there was nothing to 
report on EPA 114. 

 
• Lynne Kinis asked what the retired emergency generator listed on the EHS report covered.  

Sarah Chavez said it was part of their emergency backup energy system in case of energy 
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loss, and it wasn’t needed any more onsite. Therefore, this information had to be adjusted 
on the permit. 

 
ACTION ITEM PROGRESS REPORT 

• Dennis O’Mara clarified his point on Intel’s efforts to condense chemicals.  He said he 
was asking that Intel make an effort to condense chemicals by inserting the condensation 
process between the production process and the abatement process as a way to reduced 
toxic emissions. Sarah Chavez learned that Intel’s Ireland site had a condensation unit 
similar to the Rio Rancho site, and the removal efficiency was 68%.  She asked ERM to 
research possibilities and technologies available.  Ms. Chavez said in her research she 
learned that the mix of chemicals that Intel used didn’t work well in the condensation 
system as well as the concentrations being too low. Ms. Chavez said that during her 
absence, ERM would continue to research new information, and she would report back to 
the CEWG in August upon her return. 

 
• Dennis O’Mara asked why capturing 68% coming out of the production process wasn’t a 

positive thing that led to a reduction in emissions.  Ms. Chavez said the Munters system 
was designed for a certain incoming concentration and removal efficiency. Reduced 
concentrations interfered with the removal efficiency, and the net output at the end of the 
process might not change at all.  She said ERM was looking at this issue. 

 
• Lynne Kinis said when Intel was asked questions regarding process or procedure, the 

response as that everything was done in Oregon and all plants operated to mimic Oregon.  
But when the community asked questions, such as around Chandler, they were told, “That 
was Chandler.” She said this felt like they were not being told the truth.    

 
• Sarah Chavez said the New Mexico site was the first site to install a condensations 

system, then Arizona, and then Ireland.  All this was before Munters became the plan of 
record for all sites to install.  When it was time for sites to replace their end of life 
systems, they did so with Munters. It was a timing issue—the technology that Intel 
Oregon chose as the best technology was Munters.  So now, Ms. Chavez explained, Mr. 
O’Mara asked to look at condensation as a way to reduce emissions coming out the stack, 
so that’s what Intel was doing. 

 
• Edward Pineda asked what happened to what was condensed.  Ms. Chavez said the 

condensation turned into liquid waste that Intel had to truck away. The problem didn’t go 
away but was transformed into a different form. Mr. Pineda asked which was more 
protective of community.  He was concerned about leaks or accidents.  Mr. O’Mara said 
his question was how to safely collect the waste and do something environmentally 
appropriate to inactivate the toxins. 
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• John Bartlit said he had asked Peter Kowalski about screening levels for other pollutants 
from the scrubbers, to which Mike could compare his modeling results.  Sarah Chavez 
reported on the two Bryan Burrows items.  Intel’s Emergency Management had met with 
Rio Rancho Emergency Management, and they hoped to have a drill this summer.  Ms. 
Chavez said she and Mike Williams planned to set up a meeting with Class One next 
week, and she did not have an update on air monitoring.  

 
• Sarah Chavez answered the questions on Dennis O’Mara’s document as follow:  1. The 

purpose of having Bryan Burrows come to the March CEWG meeting was to look at how 
New Mexico would handle a similar incident. Page 4 and 5 of the March meeting 
summary had three bullets that addressed this issue. The next set of questions was about 
the process Intel used for an emergency event. Ms. Chavez said on page 10 of the 
February meeting summary she provided a bullet about sharing information from an 
emergency management perspective. When an event happened, Intel had a notification 
system that went out to all facilities instructing them to complete a series of steps within 
24 hours. Intel New Mexico conducted these steps and did not find any leaks on tools in 
question. Lynne Kinis said she differed with this scenario, because when Dennis O’Mara 
initially asked the question, the answer was “don’t know.” She asked Ms. Chavez to put 
herself in “my shoes or ears.”  What she was hearing was contradictions, and this “didn’t 
fly” with her. Ms. Chavez responded that there was miscommunication on the information 
asked for and the information Intel had provided. Immediate notification went directly to 
the managers of the equipment in question.  This was not Bryan Burrows because he was 
not the manager of the tools.  There was a process and different groups had different 
procedures.  Bryan Burrows’ role was different from that of engineers, but there were 
processes for both.  Ms. Kinis reiterated that Mr. O’Mara’s communication with Chandler 
did not fit with what Intel New Mexico had said.   

 
• Dennis O’Mara said his point was to get a sense of how New Mexico and other plants 

might learn lessons from incidents like Chandler and to see how it was handled.  Mr. 
Burrows’ talk focused more on Intel employees than the community.  Mr. O’Mara 
continued that his second set of questions was around lessons learned to prevent similar 
events from happening.  He was more interested in community issues.  He was hoping that 
a person responsible for implementing lessons learned would be able to talk to the CEWG 
about preventative steps taken. That hadn’t happened. Mr. O’Mara said the committee 
expressed their concerns and hopes around the New Mexico plant responding 
immediately, appropriately, and learning how to prevent similar incidents from happening 
in the future.   

 
• Sarah Chavez said that Intel sent the Chandler Incident report on July 12 to the Arizona 

Division of Occupational Safety.  
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• Dennis O’Mara said the Corrales water task force report was posted on the Corrales Web 
site.  

 
ATSDR and NMED Additional Communication 

• Lynne Kinis asked that the group discuss Jeff Radford’s Corrales Comment article of 
April 5, as some of the points were related to ATSDR.   

 
• John Bartlit said he spoke with Peter Kowalski on May 19, and had emailed Mr. Kowalski 

the link to the CEWG Web site so he could review the CEWG meeting materials, 
including Mr. O’Mara’s draft letter and Ms. Kinis’s letter, etc.  He reported that Mr. 
Kowalski said the draft report was in division clearance—ATSDR internal approval 
steps—and completion time was uncertain. Because ATSDR had new administration 
leaders, the time involved in the approval process might have changed. After the report 
completed internal clearance, it would go to the external peer review. Mr. Kowalski was 
recruiting the external peer review team so as to be ready to work immediately after the 
report was released to them. The peer review would take about a month. Mr. Bartlit said 
he hoped the ATSDR final report would be available in July.   

 
• Mark Bennett reported that he had called Richard Goodyear, AQB Bureau Chief, to ask if 

NMED would voluntarily provide their comments to ATSDR. Mr. Goodyear readily 
agreed, and that document was part of this meeting’s handouts as was Intel’s comments.  
Mr. Bennett added that the CEWG had all the information needed to discuss this agenda 
item. 

 
• Lynne Kinis asked John Bartlit if he asked Peter Kowalski if he had included a cover 

letter with the ATSDR draft report sent to NMED.  Mr. Bartlit responded that he had 
asked, and the answer was “no;” but Mr. Kowalski did say that every page had a gray 
band across it with language saying to the effect it was a pre-decisional draft that should 
not be quoted or cited. Sarah Chavez said Daren Zigich of the AQB was the permit writer 
who wrote NMED’s response. Ms. Kinis said whoever the recipient was should have 
checked, and she did not accept it as an excuse.   

 
• Dennis O’Mara asked Mr. Bartlit if Mr. Kowalski had corresponded with NMED about 

the violation.  Mr. O’Mara added that in government it was always said that government 
officials should avoid conflict of interest or the appearance of conflict of interest.  He said 
what we had here was the “appearance of conflict of interest.”  The fact was that things 
could have happened under the table that were not supposed to happen, and now there was 
no way to find assurance that Intel did not assert itself inappropriately into this comment 
process.  It was most unfortunate and inexcusable, Mr. O’Mara concluded. 
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• John Bartlit said if they could get the draft report from ATSDR that went to NMED—
which eventually could be retrieved under the Freedom of Information Act—and the letter 
from NMED to ATSDR and compared those to the final report, then they could see what 
had changed.  He said it was worthwhile for the CEWG to more formally request that the 
draft report be made available at the same time as the final report.  Dennis O’Mara said 
that was all they could do right now, and they needed to do that. Meanwhile, Intel had the 
report and CEWG didn’t, so why did the CEWG have to wait since it was no longer 
confidential.  Mr. O’Mara suggested asking for the report right now, either from Intel or 
from NMED, so the CEWG could be prepared to respond to the release.  Intel had time to 
prepare; the CEWG should have the same time to prepare.  It was neither right nor fair, 
Mr. O’Mara added.   

 
• Dennis O’Mara said he had drafted a letter intended for NMED that put the agency on 

notice that what they did was wrong.  He emphasized the CEWG should let NMED know 
that what they did was wrong.  He suggested putting his letter on the table for the 
committee to consider sending to NMED. He was open to the committee revising and 
finalizing it for the next meeting.  If the committee chose not to send it, he would send it 
as a private citizen, he said. 

 
• Edward Pineda said one side got to talk, but when did the residents get to talk.  The 

CEWG was challenged here to act as a whole committee on behalf of the community.   
 

• Lynne Kinis reminded that the CRCAW initially contacted ATSDR, not the CEWG. She 
said she would like Peter Kowalski to explain why the group that initiated the questions 
and investigation were being eliminated from receiving the draft report. They should have 
gotten it first, since the community initiated the request for action, not the governmental 
agency.  John Bartlit said it was the ATSDR’s standard process. Ms. Kinis replied that it 
may be their standard process, but it turned around to “bite us in the you know where.” If 
they didn’t have the information then they couldn’t argue it.  If it went to all the agencies 
and not the community, then “I’m here to remind you that it’s tainted.” She continued that 
Mr. O’Mara’s letter should have been sent last month, and that only three people sitting at 
the table were affected by Intel’s toxic emissions; no one else lived in the community.  
She insisted that Mr. O’Mara’s letter be approved now. 

 
• Sarah Chavez said she understood why everyone was upset.  NMED was Intel’s 

regulatory agency, so it was not appropriate for Intel to sign the letter.  Ms. Kinis 
reminded that Intel received the report and did not push delete.  Ms. Chavez said the 
CEWG had every right to send the letter, Intel would not block it, but Intel could not add 
its name to the letter.  Ms. Kinis said she understood. 
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• John Bartlit said he had been fighting pollution in New Mexico since 1969 and had had 
considerable success with the help of other people, groups, and agencies. The need for 
many voices has been acknowledged in our short reports to the community.. He never 
made progress with an agency by sending a letter condemning an agency’s actions. He 
achieved results differently. People would wonder what would be going on if his name 
were on the letter because it wasn’t his way to get results.  He understood and agreed that 
there needed to be a diversity of methods and different voices. But if he were to become a 
different voice of another kind that might interfere with what he personally could 
accomplish. He did not feel comfortable adding his name to the letter and did not vote for 
consensus.  He used his work with Peter Kowalski as an example of the way he worked 
and how he made progress.  Yet he also understood that a diversity of methods were 
necessary to make progress. 

 
• Robi Shields said he wasn’t comfortable adding his name because he had not been at 

CEWG meeting in a few months and was not current with the issue. 
 

• Hugh Church said he believed it was harsh to criticize another agency for the way they 
operated, so he did not vote to send the letter.  Mike Williams said he was inclined to look 
forward and not backward and criticize, so he did not want to add his name to the letter. 
However, he said the CEWG should ask ATSDR for the same draft that Intel had 
received. 

 
• Mark Bennett formally asked the group to vote on consensus to send Dennis O’Mara’s 

letter to the NMED.  Only two CEWG members voted to send the letter; three voted not to 
send it; 1 member abstained.  Thus, consensus was not reached on the CEWG formally 
sending Dennis O’Mara’s draft letter to NMED. 

 
• Dennis O’Mara said he had written the letter with an amount of passion, and he needed to 

revise some statements.  However, he would move forward with sending the letter because 
he believed that it was wrong to allow NMED to blindly move along without knowing or 
understanding that they “screwed up” and violated an agreement, and they needed to be 
informed that they did.  Mr. O’Mara said what really bothered him was that for him to 
believe NMED made a mistake, then he would have to believe they were stupid and 
incompetent, and he didn’t believe that; he believed NMED was smart and they knew 
what they were doing.  He said NMED needed to know that they messed up or know that 
others know they did it on purpose.  If no one took the time and effort to communicate to 
NMED, they would do it again.  He said it was important to write the letter, and he would 
share any response with the CEWG. 
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• Lynne Kinis reminded everyone at the table that the community did not attend CEWG 
meetings because the CEWG did not represent the community. Most CEWG members did 
not live here and their lives were not threatened by Intel emissions. Sending the letter was 
standing up for “people who have died and are dying.  It’s making a statement to NMED 
that says we are watching you.” She said she attended CEWG meetings to hold Intel’s feet 
to the fire, learn what was going on, and confront what she did not think was right.  Ms. 
Kinis emphasized there was: “No one at this table that is not in the community that is 
really standing up for the community.”  She said she hoped that no one here was ever in 
the position to have to rely on others working with them. 

 
• Edward Pineda said he remembered in the past that the director of NMED, a political 

appointee, violated and shut down an effort by a Corrales task force that was going well 
and making progress. So NMED had done this kind of thing before, and he believed they 
should send the letter to let NMED know that “we are not that dumb, and that they have 
crossed us twice already.” 

 
• Lynne Kinis said, “Intel writes the permit and NMED stamps it. That’s why NMED 

needed to call Intel when they had a question.”  It was all political, Ms. Kinis said, and 
NMED shut down the task force because they had information that implicated Intel.  The 
final meeting was cancelled two hours before it was supposed to occur and until further 
notice. 

 
• Sarah Chavez clarified that the current permit writer was brand new and didn’t know the 

history of the ATSDR report and the EPA 114 report.  So the intent of Intel’s response 
was to provide context to the 114 process and what had happened, permitting-wise, over 
the past five years.  With three permit writers over the past few years, it was unclear in 
NMED”s records, so Intel was trying to provide information to help them be more 
efficient.  The information Intel provided was limited to permit changes made and the 114 
process.  Ms. Chavez said she had been doing permitting since 1993, so she had better 
information and could retrieve information easier.   

 
• John Bartlit reminded that ATSDR and NMED had access to reading CEWG meeting 

summaries.  
 

• Edward Pineda said they had never been able to get NMED to come regularly to CEWG 
meetings. NMED attending the meetings was within their budget and showed respect to 
the community rather than continuing to ignore the community for years. 

 
• Mark Bennett asked the CEWG if they would like to make an action item to ask NMED to 

come to CEWG meetings more regularly.  John Bartlit said they probably would not be 
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successful because that person who came would get paid overtime, which came out of one 
budget and less dollars would go to regulation.  If they could get someone who came as a 
volunteer, he and Mr. Williams would drive them.  Dennis O’Mara said the CEWG could 
invite specific individuals for specific purposes.   

 
• Mike Williams added that these kinds of issues were not on NMED’s critical path. They 

followed regulations from EPA, and they did not have authority to move beyond that.  
They did what they had to do to meet their federal obligations to continue to be funded.  
Edward Pineda asked how long would the game of the state agency ignoring the 
community continue, and how much longer would the community put up with it? 

 
• John Bartlit proposed that the CEWG request ATSDR to provide the draft report 

immediately.  If that request was rejected, they could ask to receive the draft report at 
same time as the final report. Edward Pineda supported the proposal and asked for 
consensus.  The group agreed with Mr. Bartlit’s proposal and consensus was reached. 

 
 CONSENSUS: The CEWG will issue a two-stage request to ATSDR:  1. Provide the 
 draft report to the CEWG that was shared with NMED.  If the answer is no, then make 
 the second request:  2. Provide the draft report at same time as the final report. 
 
 ACTION ITEM: John Bartlit will formally and verbally make this request to Peter  
 Kowalski on behalf of the CEWG. 
 

• Lynne Kinis asked to remind Peter Kowalski that this issue was initiated by the CRCAW, 
and sharing information with agencies and not the community was a slap in the face to the 
community. 

 
• John Bartlit said that Peter Kowalski came to New Mexico in 2005 for public meetings.  

He proposed that the CEWG formally invite Peter Kowalski to come to a CEWG meeting 
when the ATSDR report was finalized to present the report and be available to answer 
questions. Lynne Kinis said in the past he came with a team of people.  She was all for 
inviting him, but she requested it be a publicized open meeting.  Mr. Bartlit said he could 
have several public meetings if he wanted, but wanted him to come specifically to a 
CEWG-sponsored meeting. The proposal was tested for consensus and all agreed with Mr. 
Bartlit’s proposal. 

 
 CONSENSUS:  The CEWG will invite Peter Kowalski to a CEWG meeting to present  
 the final ATSDR report. 
 
 ACTION ITEM:  John Bartlit will make the invitation to Mr. Kowalski on behalf of the  
 CEWG. 
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• John Bartlit proposed writing a CEWG press release on the ATSDR final report. He urged 

members to think about it now. Dennis O’Mara said an advantage of having the draft 
report now would give them a jump on drafting the press release. Mr. Bartlit said the 
CEWG could consider focusing on the whole report rather than parts that are favorable to 
one group or another. Edward Pineda said he supported the suggestion, but they needed to 
be careful about timing and sequence.   

 
• Natasha Martell-Jackson said if the CEWG had any questions on issuing a press release, 

as the media and communications manager, she could help.   
 

• Mike Williams cautioned that they would most likely not see any strong definitive 
statements in the ATSDR report.   

 
 
MEETING ADJOURNED 
 
 
CONSENSUS DECISIONS 

1. Mark Bennett will draft a CEWG short report of annual accomplishments for the June 
meeting. 

2. The CEWG will issue a two-stage request to ATSDR:  1. Provide the draft report to the 
CEWG that was shared with NMED.  If the answer is no, then make the second request:  
2. Provide the draft report at same time as the final report. 

3.   The CEWG will invite Peter Kowalski to a CEWG meeting to present the final ATSDR  
      report. 

 
 
NEXT MEETING 
June 18, 2014, 5 to 7 p.m., Corrales Senior Center 
 
 


